HOSPITALITY WINS PRAISE OF N. E. A.

Portland is Convention City
Extraordinary, in Opinion of Many Visitors.

MARY C. C. BRADFORD, N. E. A. President, Appreciates "Show
of Welcome" Given in Welcoming City's Guests.
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MOVIE MADE HERE

"Nugget in the Rough" Pro-
duced in Portland.

STAFF WRITER OF NEW YORK MAIL
SEES PORTLAND AND HIGHWAY

Entertaining Description of a Tri-constitutional Time and What Was Seen Here.

RED CROSS THANKS GIVEN

Dr. Mathematics, Secretary New York Chapter, Red Cross, gives thanks to members of Oregon Red Cross for splendid work done.

PORTLAND GETS PYTHANS

During War Conditions 1917
Meeting at Manhattan to Changed

Announcement

Tell your story, save us from disaster.

MISS ORTSCHILD HONORED

Offices of N. E. A., State and Vice-President of Section.

CANNING EXPERT IS HEARD BY TEACHERS

Various Methods of Drying Fruit and Vegetables Are Shown and Explained.

OBJECT IS CONSERVATION

April of Boys' and Girls' Clubs
Adopt to Pass Information on
in Oregon and Some of Its Address is Scheduled.

Mary Mathews, all report to Big City
Miss, acting director of the Portland branch of the Oregon Red Cross, gave thanks to members of the Oregon Red Cross for splendid work.
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